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[AstralSnowfall666] wrote:
“In what sense.”

[A Forum Member] wrote:
“I mean If one God is just an allegory than what stops the other Gods from
being allegories by the same logic? What makes Enki and Marduk different
from those Gods in terms of their literal existence?”

This is because the Gods are not truly 'just that' but they are also extra-terrestrial
entities. Which later were put or put themselves in the universal roleplay to give to
primitive brains the understanding of the occult sciences and genealogy.

It's as me dressing as a duck for my little kid son to see. A kid is obviously not
interested in long lectures about science, they cannot relate to it. But they can
relate to presented simpler forms. So, he can understand the world of ducks
better by me being a duck. I am not a duck nor it matters if my son grows up and
realizes that the duck dress was only used to help him understand about the
world of ducks or basic science.

Actually, this is exactly what I wanted the kid to understand all along, that I wasn't
a duck and to understand about the world of ducks, and some basic biology.
However initial interest into science came from play, not from serious dogmatism
and tiring nonsense. Which is why we have epic sagas and other things, to
stimulate the mind of the young.

That I played the duck to teach a kid about something doesn't discredit my
existence either. I truly was playing that duck. Nor it has to contradict my
existence. Ducks also very truly exist and they are factual beings.

Now the simple matter aside, if I take some more important role, such as let's say
I emulate the Atman or some other abstract concept. It's still even better as these
concepts have zero to no relation to a mind that has scarcely experienced
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anything. So, it's really important for me to do this. Which is what the Gods did for
humans so they could understand and therefore have a chance of rising to these
heights of abstraction.

It's roleplay, you give faces to energies to understand them better, but at the same
time, these have faces because truly, there are entities sitting behind these
teachings. Which is the superior level of understanding behind what's 'religion'.

Actually, what the Dionysian mysteries were about, and why people were
dressing up as Satyrs etc. Was to do the same thing the Gods did at one point to
teach them very fundamental things. Play and learn.

As revealed behind the two major frontiers which are the 'religions' (The Pagan
ones in sum of Satanism and the jewish ones in triad of
Christianity/Islam/Judaism as a revolution to the first) it's both two allegories, that
hide behind them different actors, with way different aims, different masks, and a
whole different audience as well. But also aims as to what they want to teach that
audience.

Depending on one's level of understanding, there are mainly 4 levels, very
ROUGHLY represented.

1. Stories that are interesting with very simple meaning.
2. Teachings of morality.
3. Understandings and insights into the existence of the cosmos. Here things start
to get occult. One could have numerous subdivisions from simply understanding
some natural correspondences, all the way up to understanding the occult nature
of existence.
4. The deep understanding which contains 3 but takes this a level further and
re-unites the person with the Gods. Which has many subdivisions and ends up
with application of what one has learned and also the understanding and memory
of the ancestral root of the person which is what the extraterrestrials intended
when they formulated what is called as 'religion'.

For example as Rabbis admit, the only reason for Judaism, all of this crap, is to
keep the jewish folk in check of the mission they were given to enslave humanity.
And gradually open them up to that objective. Which is only for jews, as such their
fate is strictly racial. One example rabbis admit these are allegorical, their angels,
stories etc. But on the deeper level those who dig, find a very deliberate mission
and objective by their ET's to impose a strict rule of communism on the earth.
With everyone flattened beneath jewish feet.



On our side of the deal it's reuniting people with the ET's that gave us life, Satan
and the Gods as they are known, promoting spiritual power and awakening for
people, and creating a better world.

If "All religion was simply allegory" you would have a climate such as the
pre-christian world. Where the myths and acts constantly were absorbed into one
another, as they were authorized by the same forces, the same ET's. So, mixing
them wasn't a problem. Such as Greco-Egyptian religion. People didn't really
bother fighting over religion as it was all the same.

Christianity and the rise of Judaism however signaled the beginning of death and
anguish in what is called 'religion'. Because truly it's all just stolen Paganism. But
the message and the authors are perverted to the fullest. Which is because these
are authored by enemy ET's who had to wipe out the old rule and the old
conception off of the face of the planet to enslave the people on the planet. Which
they have to some extent achieved.

There are in short ET forces brawling behind the so called 'religious' warfare.
Religious warfare is historically done in such intensity only very lately. As there
are ET forces operating, not just 'allegories'. People didn't show any care to fight
over Thoth or Hermes, they united these which is from where Hermeticism came,
for example. But then the other fully alien dogmas of the other ET's showed up.
And actual war began.

The Gods are a reality and an allegory at the same time.
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